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Global Feast is an unforgettable dining experience – 
a journey through the best of world food, enwrapped by its contours. 

The centrepiece of the event is Worldscape (atmos), a giant sculptural model of the world 15-metres long, 
6 metres wide and over 2 metres tall – an installation doubling as both table and seating.
 
Each of 20 successive evenings during the London Olympics, up to 80 guests gather at the Old Town Hall 
in Stratford – the closest venue to the Olympic Park - to travel through the cultures and cuisines of the 
entire world. Each guest dines in a unique part of the sculptural space - sitting on its oceans, dining off its 
coastlines, illuminated by its cities, enshadowed by its mountains.

 The banquet is constantly reinvented as the menu shifts further east each night, serving a new slice of the 
world’s culinary highlights, interspersed with entertainment intermezzi. The collected courses represent 
the best of both the wider world and local London – celebrating the talent and cultural heritage of our 
supper-club chefs, all within a delicious menu created by the doyenne of underground restaurants, Kerstin 
Rodgers (The Underground Restaurant).

Meet & Eat the World Around the World in Twenty Nights http://www.globalfeast2012.com
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London is the crossroads to the world - Europe’s most populated economic powerhouse, connecting 
to more countries than any other, its Greenwich clock meting out World Time. In the summer of 2012, 
the whole world will arrive here - online, on TV, and on our doorsteps - to discover that London itself is 
already a world within a world; a nation of nations and pageant of people; a fusion of diverse languages, 
cultures, and food.
 
Global Feast greets 5.5 million visitors from the wider world with the cultures and cuisines of London’s 
glorious melting pot. The event mirrors the rich multiplicity of this city’s population and its extensive 
home-restaurant food scene – the semi-secret ritual of local Londoners opening up their homes to host 
the city. We celebrate inclusivity, diversity and collectivity, welcoming and showcasing our local pantheon 
of global cultures.
 
Kerstin Rodgers (a.k.a MsMarmiteLover , chef extraordinaire, creator of The Underground Restaurant, 
and author of Supper Club) will curate and co-host the food for the overall event. She will compile a 
mind-boggling mouth-watering journey through world food, inviting specialist contributions from expert 
guest chefs – serving the best from London talent and world cuisine.
 
The event is conceived by Latitudinal Cuisine, a collective culinary project bringing people together to 
create and enjoy great global food and local conversation. The central immersive landscape installation is 
designed by atmos - the art+architecture studio also founded by Alex Haw.

HOSTING THE WORLD
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top : Kerstin’s take on Italian steamed aubergines 
bottom: Latitudinal Cuisine on the finals of the Great British Menu 2011

Kerstin Rodgers - photographed for Sainsbury’s Magazine
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Each evening offers a unique and unrepeatable moment in an epic eastwards culinary journey through 
the regions of the world, beginning and ending in London. The culinary destination for each evening shifts 
an average distance of 18 degrees each day - the world’s 360 degrees divided by twenty, or a distance 
roughly the length of Turkey.
 
The event will be held in the verdant covered courtyard of Stratford Old Town Hall – the closest venue 
to the Olympic Park and Stadium, a beautifully restored Victorian building, and a beautiful calm oasis just 
off Stratford High Street. On occasional evenings the table will travel up to the baroque glory of the 
main upper hall. Newham is the host borough to most of the Olympic Park and has great global creden-
tials – its diverse inhabitants collectively speak over 150 languages.
 
  18:00   Bar open
  18:30   Welcome cocktail and canapés
  19:30   Starter
  20:30   Main Course
  21:30   Dessert
  02:00   Bar closes
 
80 seats are available for each of the 20 unique nights coinciding with the duration of London’s 2012 
Olympics. Guests are welcomed with a complimentary cocktail and encouraged  to wander through 
Worldscape, and mingle with the world. Waiters drift through the travellers with a sea of mouth-water-
ing canapés crafted for the geography of the evening. At 7.30pm, guests find their seats - each uniquely 
carved and set with a bespoke set of plates and mapkins that illustrate their location in the world – 
as the chef introduces the meal.
 
The flow of courses is punctuated by entertainment intermezzi – an amuse–tête interlude - freeing 
guests to travel to a new seat at Worldscape. Guests are free to stay after dessert to mingle and drink at 
the bar (open til 2am each night), connecting and constructing their own new social landscapes.

THE EVENING’S EXPERIENCE
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Each evening offers a carefully composed one-off set menu (with vegetarian option) of canapes, courses, 
cocktails and beverages - all syncing with the fleeting culinary snapshot of the world. 

Our journey starts, like our species’, in Africa - on the Western tip of Senegal, opening alongside the 1st 
Olympic event (football). Travelling East, we land at home on the opening night of the Olympic ceremony 
(visible from our courtyard) – to celebrate the best of host Britain. We continue East through Europe 
and onwards past Asia, from Old World to New, to end our entire journey the night after the last Olym-
pic event by passing on the baton to Rio de Janeiro - with a climatic fiesta of Brazilian Carnival. 

Our curatorial strategy has been to mirror the way we like to travel – to acknowledge the highlights, 
but also dig deeper – exploring off the (b)eaten track. Our selection of regions and countries has been 
necessarily reductive; it’s impossible to fairly represent the rich entirety of the world in 20 meals. We felt 
duty bound to include Britain as a separate evening all of itself because it is the host – and because it is 
steadily reinventing the meaning of a coherent, diverse, national cuisine.

THE MENU
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Tues    24 July      Press / VIP evening                   The World!

Weds   25 July      Opening Dinner   West African      
Thurs   26 July                                                            Mediterranean European     
Fri        27 July      (opening ceremony of the Olympics) British  
Sat       28 July       Northern European
Sun      29 July       Central African

Mon     30 July       Eastern European
Tues    31 July       East African
Weds   1 August       Middle Eastern
Thurs   2 August       Russian / ex-Soviet  
Fri        3 August       Indian / Bangladeshi / Pakistani    
Sat       4 August       Chinese / Korean             
Sun      5 August      Malaysian / Indonesian   

Mon     6 August      Thai / Vietnamese           
Tues    7 August      Japanese                           
Weds   8 August      Antipodean /  Pacific
Thurs   9 August      North American
Fri        10 August      Central American             
Sat       11 August      Caribbean
Sun      12 August    (last night of the Olympics)  Western South American

Mon     13 August 2012   Closing Dinner                                  Brazilian

THE ITINERARY
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Worldscape is a sculptural inhabitable landscape, using all the world’s contours to create a smorgasbord 
of unique spaces – faithful to world geographic geometry, yet deeply unfamiliar as furniture - that in turn 
frame and prompt new, unprecedented dining relationships. It continues atmos’s fascination with conjur-
ing space from data, and creating immersive ergonomic environments.
 
Worldscape uses the Equidistant Cylindrical map of the world, where all degrees are equal lengths in 
both directions) to create an inhabitable dining environment merging seat and table. Though it dates back 
to 100AD, it is NASA’s digital map of choice because it clearly maps the world onto square pixels. Ap-
propriately enough for a dining experience, this map type is also called Plate Carrée.

The table maps world contours onto the readily-available shapes of industrial materials. The 360-
degree length of the map is divided into 12, each strip measuring 30 terrestrial degrees in width, mapping 
perfectly onto 4-foot-wide sheets of melamine-faced plywood. These sheets are carved with contours 
- outlines of the world’s geography cut at 500-metre intervals – using digital fabrication to cut straight 
from the computer with ultimate speed and exactitude. The table is divided into a grid of approximately 
36 square modules of irregularly-shaped landmasses, each deeply individual yet each linking together to 
form a collective occupiable landscape.
 
The table uses all the world contours, from both above and below sea level, stretching their vertical 
relationship, like an engineer’s section of a bridge, to best fit the body. Diners sit inside the sea, astride 
a collective semi-transparent bench running the length of the ocean trench 2 kilometres beneath the 
ocean surface. They eat off the sea-level coastline – the image we all recognise as a world map.  Table and 
bench interlock together, their structural front edges describing a local sectional cut through the world.

WORLDSCAPE
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worms-eye view beneath the table
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Ocean contours cascade away beneath the seats, terminating 5 kilometres below sea level while the 
mountains rise up above the table to peak at the Himalayas – or 2.1 metres above venue level – mak-
ing Worldscape  the tallest table in (and of) the world. The main surfaces at sea level are striated by the 
longitudinal lines that compartmentalise our event calendar, and perforated with the patterns of global 
cities. Each table cradles a light source which illuminates these urban constellations, replicating the satel-
lite view of the Earth at Night, diners illuminated by mankind’s collective inhabitation of the Earth.
 
The carved modules can interlink or detach, unfolding and unscrewing to pack flat as carry-away de-
mountables. Their complex geometries all conform to the terrestrial grid, meaning longitudinal slices can 
be swapped out and recombined to create new map forms; indeed any grid square could connect to any 
other, creating entirely new world organisations, and enabling radical cartographic  mashups. The tables 
can be pulled apart to create café-style seating, and each packs away into a slim packaged box of easy-
assemble components – both a unique designer object, and a portable slice of the world.

The components of the table will be available for purchase after the end of the event. An auction af-
ter closing night will offer bidders the chance to take away their own country (or another) as a usable 
normal-sized dining table in its own right, distributing the topographies of the table back to the corners 
of the world from which they came. Bespoke designs will be available on request.
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light from World Cities illuminates the diners

table within courtyard view west along russia
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View along length of table (Western Canada in foreground)
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or occasionally in the main hall

view east across Canada

Greenland

amidst trees in the courtyard
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concept:  Alex Haw & Latitudinal Cuisine 
design:   atmos
cuisine:  Kerstin Rodgers a.k.a. MsMarmiteLover 
            (The Underground Restaurant)
curation:   Isabel de Vasconcellos
co-production:  Sinead Mac Manus (8fold)
website:   Lucas Seidenfaden

http://www.globalfeast2012.com
http://www.facebook.com/GlobalFeast2012
@GlobalFeast2012

 
atmos: 
Alex Haw, 1st floor, 14 Bacon Street, London E1 6LF, UK
T: +44 (0)7815 040 619
mail@atmosstudio.com
http://www.atmosstudio.com/Worldscape

Latitudinal Cuisine: 
Alex Haw, 1B 71-73 Hackney Road, London E2 8ET, UK
e@latitudinalcuisne.com
www.latitudinalcuisine.com

The Underground Restaurant: 
Kerstin Rodgers (a.k.a. MsmarmiteLover), secret location in London NW6, UK
T: +44 (0)7967 228 735
marmitelover@mac.com
marmitelover.blogspot.com

Venue:
Stratford Old Town Hall, 29 The Broadway, Stratford, London E15 4BQ

The venue is the closest venue to the Olympic site, and has excellent public transport links, with 
the Underground (Central & Jubilee), Overground, DLR and regional train networks all within easy 
walking distance at Stratford International, Stratford High Street and Stratford Station. 
The high-speed Javelin train runs direct to KIngs Cross / St Pancras. 
There are numerous buses on Stratford High Street.

CONTACTS

above: The Old Town Hall belfry
beneath: sea contours off Western Canada
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Atmos is an award-winning studio producing highly-bespoke 
sculptural art and architecture. Their focus is on produc-
ing highly-crafted sensual spaces and designs that deploy 
cutting-edge fabrication technologies to produce kineaes-
thetic sensory experiences that are meaningful and beautiful. 
Much of their work (including installations like Worldscape 
and projects for Canary Wharf (London) and the Sydney 
Observatory) involves the use of maps and digital mapping 
technologies, exploring the connectivity of people to their 
precise place in the world.
 
Atmos were part of the team behind the Olympic CLOUD, 
designing a twenty-first-century monument for the Olympic 
Park that Mayor Boris Johnson called “fantastic, remark-
able”– a giant floating observation deck of inflatable LED-clad 
spheres, saturated with augmented reality. Deputy editor of 
the Architects’ Journal, Rory OlCayto, called atmos ‘the emer-
gence of a major new talent’; in The Independent, Jay Merrick 
called one of their residential designs one of the best pieces 
of work he had seen in ten years; Dominic Bradbury, writing 
in The Financial Times, described their work as 
“extraordinary and exciting.”
 
Sensualscaping won the Innovation prize at the Wood Awards 
2011, an award from Designer Magazine for Living Space 
of the Year, an award from Wandsworth Council – and was 
dubbed one of the 3 best projects in 2011 by the Architects 
Journal. Wallpaper Magazine featured it as one of the two 
highlights of the London 2011 Open House Weekend, and it 
was the only architectural project filmed by the BBC in their 
coverage of the Royal Academy Summer Show that year.
 
Work/Space/Ply/Time, an installation exploring the workspace 
of the future, won the Urbantine award (a competitor to the 
Serpentine pavilion); LightHive, a lighting installation at the 
Architectural Association, won awards from both FX and the 
Lighting Designer Awards. Mirroring its international work-
stream, atmos’s HQ is on Brick Lane – the multinational 
melting pot of London culture, steeped in the histories of 
Huguenot, Jewish and now Bangladeshi immigrants.
 
Alex Haw, director of atmos, had previously worked on major 
award-winning artistic and architectural public projects for 
Richard Rogers, Grimshaws & Partners, and Diller + Scofidio. 
He studied at Princeton on a Fulbright, graduating top of his 
class, and got a 1st-class degree from the Bartlett, UCL. He 
currently runs a Masters studio at the Royal College of Art 
on the intersection of food and architecture. He writes and 
lectures widely and runs Latitudinal Cuisine. He was a lead 
actor in Chris Nolan’s first feature film, Following.
www.atmosstudio.com
 

ATMOS

Sunlands, Canary Wharf

The CLOUD, Stratford

Sensualscaping, Clapham

Work/Space/Ply/Time, Hong Kong

LightHive, Architectural Association
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Kerstin’s historic fascination with the creativity of punk & DIY culture evolved into her cultivation of the 
best of home cooking and grassroots food culture. She created The Underground Farmer’s Market  to 
support growers and small producers – like bakers, chutney-makers, sausage makers, and urban cheese-
makers – helping them sell their wares and forge successful businesses. Markets have taken place at night, 
incorporated live music and even a foodie ‘dragon’s den’. 

She is part of a new generation of writers and chefs using social media to promote food. She lectures at 
the V&A, the Women’s Institute, and Brit Mums Live conference, and is a judge for one of the Young Brit-
ish Foodie awards and the Editorial Intelligence journalism awards.
 
Kerstin comes from a visual arts background and trained as a photographer, exhibiting internationally. 
Starting out as a teenage photographer at New Musical Express, her images have been published in all 
the main newspapers and magazines; her photography library is kept by Getty Images. An exhibition of 
her rock back catalogue is planned for next year. The hit song ‘My girl’s mad at me’ (by Madness) was 
written about her.

Kerstin Rodgers, a.k.a. MsMarmitelover, launched the 
underground restaurant movement in the UK in 2009 with her
 acclaimed eponymous supper club, well-documented by her blog 
The English Can Cook (marmitelover.blogspot.com). Since then, 
hundreds of supper clubs have started in London and around the 
UK. Her site Find a supper club (supperclubfangroup.ning.com) 
is the central place for supper clubs to advertise their dates and 
locations.
 
Her book Supper Club: Recipes and Notes from the Underground 
Restaurant, published by Harper Collins in 2011, was widely praised 
by chefs and critics ranging from Fay Maschler to Heston Blumen-
thal; The Irish Times called it “a pure joy to read... a thing of beauty”; 
The Daily Mail called it a “rare and beautiful thing... enormously 
enjoyable.”

KERSTIN RODGERS  &  THE UNDERGROUND RESTAURANT
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Latitudinal Cuisine is an ongoing project to connect people by 
cooking, eating and discussing world food.  Set up by Alex Haw 
in April 2009, the group organises collective weekly dinners 
in London - and increasingly around the world - where guests 
cook food from the longitude corresponding to the day of the 
year. Starting on day 1 of the year at Longitude 1, the meals 
scan through 360 degrees of world food in 360 days, exploring 
eastwards a degree a day. Everyone brings a dish to share and 
discuss - meeting locally and eating globally.
 
Dinners have popped up all over London in venues from houses 
to town halls, galleries to gunboats, fields to rooftops. They have 
been held in Amsterdam, the Bahamas, Lisbon, Maputo, Stock-
holm, Vienna - and regularly in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. The 
number of guests have varied widely - from intimate dinners 
for 8 to large long-tabled banquets for 140 amidst the artworks 
of the Mile End Art Pavilion – with a single Thanksgiving dinner 
stretching like a 24-hour relay-race around the world.
 
Special Latitudinal Cuisine events have included Telematic Din-
ners (connecting live to diners in Barcelona, Spanish plates per-
fectly projected onto each of London’s & vice versa), Eat with 
Art, Edible Edifices, Flower Food, Local/Global Thanksgiving, 
Winter Harvest, Desert-Island Latitudes, Astrological Recipes, 
World Christmas Cuisine - and tasting + discussion evenings 
exploring the Future and Politics of Food. Latitudinal Cuisine 
featured as one of the 4 community food groups hosting “The 
People’s Banquet” street party in the final episode of the BBC’s 
The Great British Menu in June 2011.
 
Chef and food-blogger Lauren Becker has described her ex-
perience as “an amazing social outing... interesting and unique 
people in every seat.” Acclaimed artist Yinka Shonibare (MBE), a 
frequent host, has written “I enjoyed the evening tremendously... 
Latitudinal Cuisine is addressing some fundamentally pressing 
questions...”. Ed Gillespie, founder of Futerra, has described it as 
““a lovely idea… a glorious and marvellous success... a beauti-
ful lesson in the power of an idea to bring strangers together 
in a common cause, celebrate diversity and difference through 
strange, unusual and delicious dishes and leave giddy with the 
joy of life. I’d recommend a Latitudinal Cuisine dinner to 
anyone.”   www.latitudinalcuisine.com

LATITUDINAL CUISINE

Latitudinal Cuisine at the Parkholme Supper Club

LocalGlobal Thanksgiving

The World Sup, The DAIRY

EATwithART, 2012

EATwithART, 2011
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